
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a modeling associate. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for modeling associate

Functions as an acknowledged resource and technical leader within and
outside of the department in a specific project-relevant area and technology
Compile and write preclinical PK/TK assessments for IND filing
Develop PK models for FIH in support of IND filing
Prepare DMPK-BA sections of regulatory documents
Provide strategic planning, evaluate and implement innovative and
quantitative approaches for translational modeling across Oncology
Discovery and Development project
Collaborate and build strong internal network with DMPK-BA, discovery and
clinical teams to enable knowledge and data integration to enable target
validation, biomarker selection, candidate selection, guidance in (pre)clinical
study design, human dose prediction, calculation of therapeutic index
Serve as a DMPK representative in Discovery and Development project
teams, coordinate and request PK, PKPD, an bio-analytical (BA) studies in a
timely manner and communicate protocols, timelines, needs and results back
to team, ensuring optimized cycle times
Serve as a liaison with the small and large molecule BA groups to ensure
reagent generation, method development and sample analysis timelines are
met
Level and compensation will be commensurate with experience
Apply current state of the art molecular cloning techniques to construct
targeting vectors and expression vectors
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Experience modeling within financial services a plus
Previous experience supporting regulatory examinations is preferred
A minimum of 3 years of hand-on modeling experience for masters (at least 1
year for PhD) in areas of linear regression, logistic regression, multinomial
regression, multivariate analysis, discriminant analysis, principal components
analysis/factor analysis, time series analysis, and panel data analysis
Experience in credit modeling across various consumer products risk
management and Business Insights in banking is preferred
Graduate degree and experience in either computer science or a quantitative
discipline
A graduate level education with a focus on statistics, econometrics,
economics, finance, financial engineering, mathematics, engineering or other
related quantitative fields


